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Abstract: With the development of mobile technology, spatial crowdsourcing has become a popular approach 

in collecting data or road information. However, as the number of spatial crowdsourcing tasks becomes 

increasingly large, the accurate and rapid allocation of tasks to suitable workers has become a major challenge 

in managing spatial outsourcing. Existing studies have explored the task allocation algorithms with the aim of 

guaranteeing quality information from workers. However, studies focusing on the task allocation rate when 

allocating tasks are still lacking despite the increasing unallocated rates of spatial crowdsourcing tasks in the 

real world. Although the task package is a commonly known scheme used to allocate tasks, it has not been 

applied to allocate spatial crowdsourcing tasks. To fill these gaps in the literature, we propose a real-time, 

budget-aware task package allocation for spatial crowdsourcing (RB-TPSC) with the dual objectives of 

improving the task allocation rate and maximizing the expected quality of results from workers under limited 

budgets. The proposed RB-TPSC enables spatial crowdsourcing task requester to automatically make key task 

allocation decisions on the following: (1) to whom should the task be allocated, (2) how much should the 

reward be for the task, and (3) whether and how the task is packaged with other tasks.  
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1. Introduction 

Crowdsourcing, an Internet-scale community to outsource tasks [1], has generated considerable interest in the 

popular press [2, 3]. It has successfully helped requesters solve a wide range of video, stock photography, and 

even corporate research and development (R&D) tasks [4, 5]. Firms are likely to use this cost-effective business 

model to generate new ideas [6] and identify solutions to business problems [2, 7], and individual users have 

sufficient motivation to participate in crowdsourcing tasks [4].  

Currently, crowdsourcing is classified in two forms, namely, online crowdsourcing based on web 

platforms [8, 9] and mobile crowdsourcing based on mobile apps [10, 11]. The main difference between online 

and mobile crowdsourcing is the working platform. With the development of location-based technology and 

the popularity of smartphones, sufficient location information can now be easily obtained [12], resulting in 

new and practical spatial crowdsourcing based on sensor devices [13-15]. Spatial crowdsourcing depends on 

web platforms or mobile apps and significantly considers the location of tasks and users [16-18]. It requires 

workers to be at the specific locations so as to complete the designated tasks. Spatial crowdsourcing is also 

referred to as location-aware crowdsourcing. The majority of previous research on crowdsourcing cannot be 

applied to the field of spatial crowdsourcing because of their unique characteristics, especially the huge 

requirements assigned on the locations of tasks and workers [19]. Crowdsourcing is classified into two forms 

in terms of whether the location of tasks and users is considered, specifically, traditional crowdsourcing that 

does not consider location information and spatial crowdsourcing that considers location information.  

For most of traditional crowdsourcing tasks, such as logo design, requesters aim to search for suitable 

workers, and workers aim to find satisfied requesters. These crowdsourcing tasks are usually complex, and 

platforms assign sufficient time for requesters to find suitable workers and for workers to select the tasks they 

prefer. In this case, platforms serve as a link between requesters and tasks.  

The complexities of most of spatial crowdsourcing tasks are significantly lower than those of traditional 
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crowdsourcing tasks. However, the number of spatial crowdsourcing tasks has rapidly increased. Platforms 

cannot allocate time for workers to select the tasks they prefer because of the large number of tasks. Similar to 

real platforms like Uber [20] and another known state-of-the-art budget-aware task allocation approach for 

spatial crowdsourcing (Budget-TASC) [19], we do not enable the users to select the tasks they prefer, and the 

allocations of these spatial crowdsourcing tasks are determined by the platforms rather than the requesters or 

users. In this case, platforms take on the responsibility of task assignment, and need to rapidly allocate 

considerable spatial crowdsourcing tasks to suitable workers. 

To complete the spatial crowdsourcing tasks, workers are required to travel to specific locations and incur 

extra transportation costs. Previous studies have concluded that the distance between a worker and the task 

location negatively affect the quality of the result [21, 22]. Recently, some task allocation algorithms that 

consider the locations of tasks and workers have been proposed to reduce the distance between tasks and 

workers and to control the budget [19, 22]. Most of the existing task allocation algorithms for spatial 

crowdsourcing tasks have focused on the expected result quality and limited budgets and tend to ignore the 

task allocation rates of spatial crowdsourcing tasks. In the real world, however, the unallocated rates of spatial 

crowdsourcing are very high. From the data provided by one Chinese company, the unallocated rate of the 

spatial crowdsourcing tasks is high at 37.485% [23]. The result quality and the task allocation rate are two 

important indicators of success when designing task allocation algorithms. 

Improving the task allocation rate of spatial crowdsourcing tasks has become a difficult problem for 

platforms when designing task allocation algorithms [24]. Packaging the tasks is a good way to improve the 

task allocation rate. In the field of spatial crowdsourcing tasks, few task package algorithms have been 

proposed despite the low task allocation rate they produce. 

In the present study, we focus on spatial crowdsourcing wherein workers are required to complete tasks in 

a given location. We focus on the task package allocation algorithm, in which a revised greedy algorithm 
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incorporated into the spatial crowdsourcing system automatically allocates the task to the appropriate worker 

and calculates the corresponding reward for the task. This study aims to design an efficient task package 

allocation algorithm that not only maximizes the expected quality of collective results from selected workers, 

but also improves the task allocation rate of spatial crowdsourcing tasks. 

To achieve our aim, we propose a real-time, budget-aware task package allocation for spatial 

crowdsourcing (RB-TPSC), which maximizes the expected quality of information from the workers under a 

limited budget. The proposed RB-TPSC also improves the task allocation rate by jointly considering the track 

records and distances of workers from the tasks. It helps spatial crowdsourcing requesters decide on the 

following issues: (1) to whom should the task be allocated, (2) how much should the reward be for the task, 

and (3) whether and how the task is packaged with other tasks.  

In this paper, we advance the key contributions of our research in the following ways:  

(i) To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to focus on the task allocation rate of spatial 

crowdsourcing and attempt to improve the task allocation rate by designing a task allocation algorithm. 

(ii) This is also among the first to propose a task package allocation for spatial crowdsourcing tasks. 

Although the task package has been mentioned previously, it has remained unexplored for new type 

of tasks, such as spatial crowdsourcing tasks. 

(iii) We propose the RB-TPSC by jointly considering the distances from the tasks and the track records of 

workers to maximize the expected quality of information from the latter under a limited budget, and 

to improve the task allocation rate of spatial crowdsourcing tasks. 

(iv) The RB-TPSC supports spatial crowdsourcing platforms wherein rewards for the tasks can be 

automatically determined by combining the characteristics of tasks and their distances from the 

selected workers, once the tasks have been allocated to these workers. 
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2. Literature review 

2.1 Crowdsourcing 

As the times develop and markets change, market form must also change to accommodate them [25]. In this 

section, we provide a brief review of the development of crowdsourcing, which we summarize in Fig. 1.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Classifications of crowdsourcing  

 

The early examples of crowdsourcing tasks are based on web platforms, such as Amazon Mechanic Turk, 

Microworkers, Kickstarter, Topcoder, and TaskCN [26]. Based on these websites, requesters outsource some 

difficult tasks to collect required data, find suitable solutions, and seek excellent opinions from a large crowd 

of public participants [9]. Given that crowdsourcing can lower the R&D costs for firms seeking solutions 

without compromising quality [27, 28], firms have increasingly relied on crowdsourcing to outsource human 

intelligence tasks, such as creative design tasks and open innovation contests [1, 4, 28-34].  

Recently, mobile apps have also adopted crowdsourcing to harness the power of the crowd to share 

relevant information or improve services [10, 11]. Mobile crowdsourcing is based on mobile apps, such as 
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TaskRabbit, Placemeter, Weather Signal, Wave, and Blablacar [35]. The high penetration of mobile devices 

demonstrates their impact on our daily lives [36]. By combining online and mobile crowdsourcing, requesters 

can outsource not only human intelligence tasks to high-level crowd, but also human optical character 

recognition tasks to ordinary people. 

With the remarkable proliferation of built-in global positioning system (GPS) on smartphones [37] and 

the rising number of active mobile users [35, 38], requesters can now recruit workers speaking a particular 

language or living in a given city by outsourcing spatial crowdsourcing tasks, such as taking photos in a certain 

place [16-18]. Ubiquitous technologies, such as smartphones and public displays, are now mature enough to 

allow users to contribute to a wide range of crowdsourcing tasks regardless of time and location [14]. Various 

mobile devices and wearable technologies equip people with unprecedented computing and sensing 

capabilities, giving birth to the prevalence of spatial crowdsourcing [13-15].  

Spatial crowdsourcing does not require excessive efforts from workers, thus reducing perceived barriers 

to participation [39]. Furthermore, spatial crowdsourcing allows for a geo-fenced and contextually controlled 

crowdsourcing environment; thus, certain individuals with certain location advantages can be targeted [40]. 

2.2 Incentive mechanism 

Motivating human participation and improving the quality of contribution are crucial to the success of spatial 

crowdsourcing tasks [24]. Without sufficient incentives, workers are reluctant to receive any crowdsourcing 

tasks [41, 42]. On the one hand, the tasks with low reward cannot attract workers, resulting in the failure of 

task allocation. On the other hand, if the reward is high, firms cannot optimize their profits [43]. Crowdsourcing 

requesters must, therefore, design a suitable incentive mechanism closely related with task allocations [44, 45].  

Incentive mechanisms can be broadly divided into two major types: monetary incentive mechanisms [46, 

47] and gamification incentive mechanisms [48]. Despite the existence of crowdsourcing platforms that 

provide workers gamification incentives, using non-monetary incentives for tedious and repetitive 
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crowdsourcing works remains difficult [24]. The main part of incentives must be monetary incentive, which 

significantly increases the interest of participants in reinforcing task quality [47]. 

Some researchers have conducted pioneering works on motivating workers to contribute their resources 

by designing monetary incentive mechanisms [49]. Many auction schemes have been proposed for traditional 

(e.g., non-spatial) crowdsourcing through the consideration of the behaviors and thoughts of workers, but the 

task allocations are similar and the quality of allocated tasks cannot be guaranteed [41]. The auction mode also 

disregards the impact of the spatial distribution of the locations between workers and tasks, and cannot be used 

in the field of spatial crowdsourcing [19]. Furthermore, spatial crowdsourcing tasks have high requirements 

concerning the ever-changing locations of tasks and workers. The number of workers located in a certain 

location may increase or decrease sharply depending may change at different time points. Thus, the incentive 

mechanisms for spatial crowdsourcing tasks should be in real-time [24, 46]. 

2.3 Task allocation algorithm 

Many task allocation algorithms have been proposed for traditional (non-spatial) crowdsourcing tasks [19]. 

Based on network queueing theories, the authors usually considered the characteristics of workers to allocate 

tasks, especially their reputation values [50]. Some other studies have focused on the constraint of a limited 

budget. Bayesian learning [51] and Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP)-based 

techniques [52] have been used to estimate the ground truth, but these studies disregarded the fact that different 

tasks should be given different rewards. Recursive reverse auction-based mechanisms are also used to mark 

the workers’ bid for different rewards earned for performing different tasks [53]. The representative studies 

about task allocation for crowdsourcing tasks include the agent-based budget allocation algorithm 

(CrowdBudget) [54] and the Dual Task Assigner (DTA) [55], which allocate a specified budget through 

performance-cost analyses. However, these studies disregarded the impact of the spatial distribution of tasks 

and workers; thus, they cannot be applied to the allocation of spatial crowdsourcing tasks. 
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In comparison with traditional crowdsourcing, incentive mechanism design and task allocation algorithms 

for spatial crowdsourcing have received less research attention [19]. Some studies have found that workers 

mainly prefer solving tasks in close proximity of their locations [56], but such studies disregarded the 

characteristics of workers [21]. As representative works, the efficient heuristic-based greedy approach [22, 57], 

the fog-based deduplicated spatial crowdsourcing (Fo-DSC) framework[58], and the two-phase-based global 

online allocation (TGOA) [59] have been proposed to guarantee result quality by allocating the tasks to 

workers around tasks. However, these approaches failed to consider budget limitation.  

With the aim of controlling the budget for all tasks, Budget-TASC [19], the budget limited crowdsourcing 

for interdependent task allocation with quality guarantees (BudgetFix) [60], and the adaptive budget algorithm 

(ADAPT) [61] have been proposed to allocate tasks by considering the characteristics of both workers and 

tasks as well as the limited budgets. These representative task allocation algorithms for spatial crowdsourcing 

tasks are summarized in Table 1. The Budget-TASC, the newest among these algorithms, outperforms other 

approaches as demonstrated by past experiments [19]. Thus, we compare our proposed RB-TRSC with the 

Budget-TASC.  

Table. 1 Summary of representative task allocation algorithms for spatial crowdsourcing tasks 

Studies Algorithms 
Considers result 
quality 

Considers  task 
allocation rate 

Considers limited 
budgets 

Kazemi et al. 2013 GeoTruCrowd √ √ × 

Feng et al. 2014 TRAC × × √ 

Karger et al. 2014 Budget-optimal √ × √ 

Tran-Thanh et al. 2014 BudgetFix √ × √ 

Zhao et al. 2014 OMZ/OMG √ × √ 

Ni et al. 2016 Fo-DSC √ × × 

Tong et al. 2016 TGOA √ × × 

To et al. 2016 ADAPT √ × √ 

Miao et al. 2016 Budget-TASC √ × √ 
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Most of these existing task allocation algorithms have focused on the result quality and limited budgets, 

but ignored the task allocation rate of spatial crowdsourcing tasks. In the real world, however, the unallocated 

rate of spatial crowdsourcing is very high. To fill these gaps in the literature, we proposed the RB-TPSC, which 

improves the task allocation rate of spatial crowdsourcing, and moreover it maximizes the expected quality of 

information from selected workers under a limited budget.  

3. RB-TPSC approach 

3.1 Definitions of symbols 

For the convenience of the readers, the symbols used in this paper are listed in Table 2 in the order of their 

appearance.  

 

Table. 2 Definitions of all notations used in the paper 

Notation Definition 

Sets 

in N∈  Worker set 

jm M∈  Task set 

jh H∈  Undistributed task set that cannot be allocated by first task allocation 

iQ  Set for the tasks that can be completed by worker in  

S  Set for the matching relationship between tasks and corresponding selected workers 

Subscripts 

i  Subscript to describe the spatial crowdsourcing worker in  

j  Subscript to describe the spatial crowdsourcing task jm  

ij  Subscript to describe the specific spatial crowdsourcing worker selected for task jm  

Symbols 

jA  Priority of task jm  

jC  Extra monetary incentive that the requester of task jm  pay to add the priority 

jR  Radiation radius of task jm  

α  Reward for unit time 
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jt  Elapsed time of task jm  

jF  Baseline reward for task jm  

ER  Earth radius 

( , )i ix y  Location (longitude and latitude) of worker in  

( , )j jx y  Location (longitude and latitude) of task jm  

ijd  Distance between worker in  and task jm   

jB  Budget for task jm  

β  Extra remote subsidy per kilometer 

γ  Accepted distance without extra remote subsidy 

ij jd  Distance between task jm  and the selected worker 
ij

n  

jE  Extra remote subsidy for task jm  

jP  Reward for task jm  

iv  Reputation value of worker in  

iq  Predetermined quota of worker in  

k  Index for number of allocated tasks in the algorithms 

iu  Number of accepted tasks of worker in  

nb  Number of tasks completed under both the tested approach and real-life approach 

nr  Number of tasks completed in real-world 

Measurement indicators 

ρ  Matching-degree with the real-world data 

η  Completion rate of spatial crowdsourcing tasks 

ψ  Average reputation value of all workers selected to complete tasks 

ζ  Average distance travelled 

φ  Average budget utilization rate 

ω  Average reward 
 

3.2 Problem formulation 

This study focuses on the problem of efficient task package allocation, which emerged from many real-world 

applications. One of the significant is the car-sharing. Ordinary people become the requesters as they outsource 

their travel plans, whereas the car owners become the workers. The mobile platform collects various data and 

depend on these data to allocate the tasks to the suitable car owners. Other representative examples include 

taking photos and collecting information on a certain place. Traditionally, when requesters need to obtain some 
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information or photos of a certain place, they must pay a high cost to allocate employees to a specific place 

and perform the required tasks. With the remarkable proliferation of intelligent wireless devices and active 

mobile users, requesters can now outsource these spatial crowdsourcing tasks, and users on a certain place can 

depend on the reward and task information to decide whether they are interested in the tasks. Thus, we formally 

define our research problem on task allocation. 

Problem formulation 1 (task allocation): Given a set of users { }1 2= , , , ,iN n n nL L  and a set of spatial 

crowdsourcing tasks { }1 2= , , , ,jM m m mL L  . For task jm  , its priority jA   is decided by the extra 

monetary incentive jC  that the requester is willing to pay. Let 
1

N

i
i

Q Q
=

=U  be the union of potential match 

sets for all users, and every match iQ  is of the form ( )1 2, , , ,i j j jkn m m m L , in which 1 2, , ,j j jkm m m L  

includes all tasks jm , whose distance from user in  is lower than the radiation radius jR . To maximize the 

expected quality of collective information, we define users as being ordered by their reputation values. Each 

user selects the optional task with the shortest distance from the user’s current location. 

Based on the task allocation algorithm, we present the task allocation set S , where tasks are assigned to 

workers within the radiation radius, within which they can select the tasks close to them. Because of the low 

allocation rates of many spatial crowdsourcing tasks [23], improving the task allocation rate of spatial 

crowdsourcing tasks has become a new problem for platforms when designing algorithms to allocate tasks 

[24]. Packaging the tasks is a good way to improve the task allocation rate. We thus revise our research problem 

and formally define the research problem on task package allocation. 

Problem formulation 2 (task package allocation): Given a set of users { }1 2= , , , ,iN n n nL L   and a set 

of spatial crowdsourcing tasks { }1 2= , , , ,jM m m mL L . For task jm  , its priority jA   is decided by the 

extra monetary incentive jC  that the requester is willing to pay. Let S   be the initial match sets for 

allocating tasks to suitable workers from the task allocation algorithm, and H  be the set including the tasks 
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belonging to set M but not belonging to set S . To maximize the task allocation rate of tasks, we define users 

as being ordered by their reputation values. Each user selects the optional task with the shortest distance from 

their current location and the optional tasks in set H . 

3.3 Incentive mechanism 

Prior to allocating tasks to suitable workers, we first design the incentive mechanism, which is closely related 

to task allocation. The platform designs the reward for unit time α , which is consistent with the local average 

wage. When requesters plan to post the spatial crowdsourcing task jm , they should have an initial estimation 

of the elapsed time jt . The reward for unit time multiply by the elapsed time is the baseline reward for task 

jm . The calculation formula for the baseline reward for task jm  is shown in Eq. (1) 

  j jF tα= .                                   (1) 

Through advanced technology, we can obtain accurate distances between the tasks and the users. Thus, 

actual distances are used when the proposed algorithm is used in the real world. Similar to several research 

papers, our actual data did not include accurate distances. Thus, we calculated the distances based on known 

longitudes and latitudes for all tasks and users in environments without accurate distances. When all tasks and 

users are located in the Northern and Eastern Hemisphere, the Euclidean distance ijd  between task jm  and 

user in  is calculated through Eq. (2), where ER  refers to the earth radius [62]. 

( )
* cos( )

cos( * /180)*cos( * /180)*cos ( )* /180 sin( * /180)*sin( * /180)
ij

i j i j i j

d ER Arc C

C y y x x y yπ π π π π

=


= − +
. (2) 

When posting the spatial crowdsourcing tasks, the requester specifies the requirements that the workers 

must meet as they perform the tasks. The requirements usually include the location of the expected worker and 

the accepted radiation radius described as jR , which is jointly decided by the budget for task jm  and basic 

reward of task jm . The platform refuses to search for a worker if the cost that the requester can provide is 

lower than the baseline cost. The higher the costs the requester is willing to pay, the larger the radiation radius 

will be. Here, jR  is computed by using Eq. (3) 
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,

0 ,

j j
j j

j

j j

B F
B F

R
B F

γ
β
−

+ ≥= 
 <

,                          (3) 

where the budget for task jm , extra remote subsidy per kilometer, and accepted distance without extra remote 

subsidy are represented by jB , β  and γ , respectively. All workers within the radiation radius jR  are 

added into candidate set for task jm . We acquire iQ , the set for the tasks that can be allocated by worker in , 

by transforming the candidate set. Then, worker in  chooses the closest task from all selectable tasks in set 

iQ . If the task requesters select the workers withoutγ , they must pay extra transportation fee jE , which is 

expressed in Eq. (4)  

( )
0 ,

,
i

i i

j j

j
j j j j

d
E

d d

γ

β γ γ

≤= 
− >

.                          (4) 

Thus, once the tasks have been allocated to suitable workers, the corresponding rewards for all tasks are 

automatically calculated by adding the extra remote subsidy and the extra monetary incentive to the basic 

reward. The expression for the reward of task jm  is shown in Eq. (5) 

j j j jP F E C= + + .                                (5) 

3.4 First stage of RB-TPSC: task allocation algorithm 

Given the reputation and location information of workers, the objective is to design an effective task allocation 

plan on behalf of the platform with the aim of improving the task allocation rate and maximizing the expected 

quality of information from workers under limited budgets. We first design a task allocation to allocate tasks 

to suitable workers that maximizes the expected quality of information from workers under limited budgets 

and screen out the undistributed tasks. Then, by focusing on those remaining tasks, we design the task package 

algorithm to obtain the final task allocation scheme to improve the task allocation rate. 

The problem of the first stage of task allocation is the optimization, the objective of which is to maximize 

the expected quality of information from workers under limited budgets. According to past research, in the 
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case of spatial crowdsourcing tasks, the quality of the obtained result depends on two main factors: the intrinsic 

trustworthiness of workers as reflected by their reputation values [63], and the distances between the workers 

and the tasks at hand [19]. Workers with good reputation values generally provide more reliable results than 

those with low reputation values [50, 64], and the distance between the selected worker and the task negatively 

affects the likelihood that the task requester receives quality results from the worker [21, 22, 57]. In this study, 

two heuristics are used to reduce the complexity of the problem. First, when their distances from the task are 

the same, the workers with high reputation values provide results of high quality. Second, when they have the 

same reputation values, the workers close to the tasks provide results of high quality [19].  

Thus, the objective of the first stage can be expressed in two objectives: to minimize the average distance 

between the tasks and the selected workers, and to maximize the average reputation values of the selected 

workers. The objective functions are expressed in Eq. (6)  

1min

1max

i

i

j jj S

jj S

d
S

r
S

∈

∈








∑

∑
,                                   (6) 

where S  represents the cardinality of the set S . 

To guarantee the task allocation quality, we also limit the maximum number of tasks that one worker can 

accept as iq  , which is also called predetermined quota of worker in  . Besides affected by the task 

characteristics, the predetermined quota iq  is positively related to a worker’s reputation value iv , which is 

decided by the platform. 

The problem of spatial crowdsourcing task allocation is a complex Multiple Choice Knapsack Problem 

(MCKP). To solve the problem, we designed the RB-TPSC, the first stage of which is shown in Algorithm 1. 

The workers are ordered by their reputation values and the highly ranked ones have high priorities in the 

process of task selection.   
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Algorithm 1: First stage of RB-TPCS: task allocation algorithm 

Input: Workers in N∈ , Tasks jm M∈ . 

Output: The set of matching relationship between workers and tasks - S . 

1. S ←∅ ; 

2. 0k = ; 0iu = ; 

3. Obtain necessary parameters, including jR ; 

4. Sorting all the tasks in descending order based on the their priorities jA ; 

5. For task jm M∈  according to the obtained order 

6.     For worker in N∈  

7.          If worker in  is within the radiation radius jR  for task jm   

8.             Put task jm  into set iQ ; 

9.         End 

10.     End 

11. End 

12. Sorting all the workers in descending order based on the reputation values iv ; 

13. For worker in N∈  according to the obtained order 

14.     If there exist selected tasks in set iQ  but not in set S   

15.          Select the task j  with shortest distance from worker in ; 

16.          Calculate the reward for task j : j j j jP F E C= + + ; 

17.          Set: 1k k= + ; 1i iu u= + ; ( ) ( ),: , , , ,i j j ijS k k n m P d= ; 

18.     End 

19. End 

20. Return set S . 
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3.5 Second stage of RB-TPSC: task package allocation algorithm 

In the first stage of the RB-TPSC, we designed an effective task allocation scheme to allocate tasks, with the 

aim of maximizing the expected quality of information from workers under limited budgets. However, aside 

from this goal, we should improve task allocation rate of spatial crowdsourcing tasks. The real-world data from 

a Chinese company show that the task allocation rate of its spatial crowdsourcing tasks is only 62.515% [23]. 

To improve the task allocation rate, we emphatically focused on those undistributed tasks in the second 

stage of the RB-TPSC. All undistributed tasks left in algorithm 1 are put into set H . For each undistributed 

task jh , we find the closest worker and then evaluate whether the distance is lower than its radius jR . If the 

shortest distance is lower than jR , then this undistributed task can be allocated by the corresponding worker. 

We package this undistributed task and other tasks allocated by the same worker together. If the shortest 

distance is larger than jR , we can give up this task. Through the second stage, we can maximize the task 

allocation rate of the spatial crowdsourcing tasks. The second stage of the RB-TSPC is shown in Algorithm 2. 

Algorithm 2: Second stage of RB-TPCS: task package allocation algorithm 

Input: Workers in N∈  , Tasks jm M∈  , undistributed tasks jh H∈  , initial matching set S  , and the 

output parameters obtained from Algorithm 1, including k . 

Output: Updated set of matching relationship between workers and tasks - S . 

1. Sorting all the undistributed tasks in descending order based on the their priorities jA ; 

2. For undistributed task jh H∈  according to the obtained order 

3.     Index 0l = ; 

4.     For worker in N∈  

5.          Set: 1l l= + ; ( ) ljdist l d= ; 

6.     End 

7.     Find the minimum component of the vector dist ; 
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8.     Let the minimum value and corresponding worker be dm  and ci , respectively; 

9.     If jdm R≤  and i iu q<  

10.         Choose to be the worker ci  for task jh ; 

11.         Package task jh  and other tasks selected by worker ci ; 

12.         Set: 1k k= + ; 1i iu u= + ; ( ) ( ),: , , , ,j j ijS k k ci h P d= ; 

13.    End 

14. End 

15. Return set S . 

4. Experimental evaluation 

4.1 Dataset 

To test the proposed RB-TPSC under realistic settings, we used the newest dataset1  of 835 sharing-tasks 

involving 1877 users [23]. These 835 tasks are mainly obtained from four cities in China: Shenzhen, 

Guangzhou, Dongguan, and Foshan. The distributions of these 835 tasks are described in Fig. 2, in which the 

allocated and unallocated tasks are marked in red (“√”) and blue (“×”) markers, respectively. From Fig. 2, we 

can see that the original task allocation rate of these spatial crowdsourcing tasks is low. In addition to the 

locations, the dataset also provides the reputation values and predetermined task quota of all workers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 The public dataset can be found in: http://www.mcm.edu.cn/html_cn/node/460baf68ab0ed0e1e557a0c79b1c4648.html. 

http://www.mcm.edu.cn/html_cn/node/460baf68ab0ed0e1e557a0c79b1c4648.html
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Fig. 2 Geo-spatial distribution of all tasks in the dataset 

 

4.2 Experimental design 

During this experiment, we first compare the proposed RB-TPSC with Budget-TASC [19]. For the Budget-

TASC, the parameters that should be confirmed in advance include cD , HP , MP , LP , HMTh , and MLTh . In this 

experiment, we set the parameter 68.4940cD km= , which is the average value of the diameters of the four 

task-issued cities. The diameters of Guanzou, Shenzhen, Dongguan, and Foshan are 97.2896, 50.4229, 56.0226, 

and 70.2410 km, respectively. We use MLTh and HMTh  to refer to the average reputation value (278.1344) 

and the average reputation value (3871) of workers, whose reputation value is higher than MLTh , respectively. 

Given that the original rewards for all tasks roughly present the uniform distribution from 65 to 85, we set 

65LP = , 75MP = , and 85HP = . 

Next, we design a simulation by varying the parameter setting in order to understand the proposed RB-
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TPSC and to improve its application in the real-world. The following three parameters are adjusted in the 

experiments to simulate different scenarios.  

1. Extra remote subsidy per kilometer ( β ): In this experiment, the parameter varies from 0–20 monetary 

units in 1-unit increments (i.e., 21 different settings). 

2. Accepted distance without extra remote subsidy (γ ): In this experiment, the parameter varies from 0–2 

km in 0.1-km increments (i.e., 21 different settings). The shortest distances between tasks and workers are 

shown in Fig. 3, from which we can see that most of the tasks can be reached by workers within 1 km and 

that the average shortest distance is 0.9109 km. Among the 835 tasks, just 2 tasks are considered far from 

all these workers, and only about 10 tasks are far from all workers with the shortest distance above 5 km. 

3. Budget for task ( jB ): For different tasks, the budget values are different and are predetermined by task 

requesters. In this experiment, the budgets change with a common percentage varying from 90%–110% in 

1% increments (i.e., 21 different settings).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Shortest distance between these tasks and all users  
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In the experiment, we measured the performance of each approach using the following six metrics.  

1. Matching-degree with the real-world data ( ρ ): Before testing the proposed approach, we first analyze the 

matching degree between our results and the real-world data. Based on either our task allocation approach 

or the real-life approach, most of the tasks can be allocated. We test the matching degree using the statistics 

on the proportion of the number of tasks allocated under both the tested approach and the real-life approach 

( nb ) compared with the number of tasks allocated in the real-world ( nr ). 

nb
nr

ρ =                                   (7) 

2. Task allocation rate of spatial crowdsourcing tasks (η ): This metric measures the effective approach that 

can encourage workers to complete the spatial crowdsourcing tasks. The task allocation rate η  is the 

ratio of allocated tasks to the total number of spatial crowdsourcing tasks in an experiment. 

S
M

η =                                  (8) 

3. Average reputation value of all workers selected to complete tasks (ψ ): This metric is computed as the 

ratio of total reputation values of selected workers to the number of allocated tasks.  

1
ijj S

r
S

ψ
∈

= ∑                              (9) 

4. Average distance travelled (ζ ): This metric is computed as the average distance travelled by the selected 

workers for those allocated spatial crowdsourcing tasks.  

1
ij jj S

d
S

ζ
∈

= ∑                             (10) 

5. Average budget utilization rate (φ ): This metric is computed as the average value of the ratio of actual 

reward for the allocated spatial crowdsourcing task to the budget of that task.  

1 j
j S

j

P
S B

φ
∈

= ∑                             (11) 

6. Average reward (ω ): This metric is computed as the average value of the actual reward for all allocated 
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spatial crowdsourcing tasks.  

1
jj S

P
S

ω
∈

= ∑                             (12) 

The first indicator, matching-degree with the real-world data, is the foundation for the take next set of 

analyses. Related to the first objective, the second indicator measures the task allocation rates of all the tasks. 

The third and fourth indicators state the probability that our approach can obtain the expected results. The last 

two indicators are about the limited budget. From the perspective of task requesters, the first three indicators 

must be as high as possible, whereas the last three indicators must be as low as possible.  

4.3 Comparison results 

Among the existing task allocation algorithms in Table 1, the Budget-TASC outperforms other approaches 

[19]. Thus, we compared our proposed RB-TRSC with the Budget-TASC. Based on the real-world data, we 

calculate the six key metric values under these two approaches. 

From the provided data set, we obtain the reputation values ( iv ) and locations ( , )i ix y  of all workers 

and the budgets ( jB ) and locations ( , )j jx y  of all tasks. Given that these 835 tasks almost have similar 

difficult coefficients and budgets ranging from 65 to 85, we set the basic rewards for these tasks as 65jF = . 

Combined with the reality, we set the accepted distance without extra remote subsidy and the extra remote 

subsidy per kilometer as 2β =  and 0.5kmγ = , respectively. These three parameters, β ,γ , and jB , are 

further analyzed through simulations in the next section.  

As shown from the original data, among the 835 tasks, only 522 tasks have been allocated, indicating a 

task allocation rate of only 62.51%. The average cost for these 522 tasks is 69.8199. Based on our proposed 

RB-TPSC, the task allocation rate increases to 93.41%, whereas the average cost of allocated tasks decreases 

to 66.9003. The final task allocation schemes under the proposed RB-TPSC are consistent with the real world 

as allocated tasks can also be accomplished under our approach. The matching degree between our proposed 
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RB-TPSC and the real world is high 93.49%. Moreover, about 93.41% of spatial crowdsourcing tasks can be 

allocated by workers with the total average reputation value of 468.1863. The average distance travelled, 

average budget utilization rate, and the average reward for all tasks are 1.39 km, 0.9681, and 66.9003, 

respectively.  

In comparison with the results under the first stage of RB-TPSC, the final results show that the task 

allocation rate significantly increases. When additional tasks can be allocated through packaged tasks, the 

average distance and average reward decrease despite the slight decrease in the average reputation value. These 

results indicate that packaging tasks can effectively improve the task allocation rate and guarantee the expected 

quality of information provided by workers.  

We also compare the results under our proposed RB-TPSC and Budget-TASC. The main results under 

these two approaches are shown in Table 3. The proposed RB-TPSC clearly improves the task allocation rate 

better than the Budget-TASC with a progress rate of over 8.62%. The proposed RB-TPSC also has better 

expected quality of information from the workers because it outperforms the Budget-TASC by over 266.45% 

in terms of an increase in the average reputation value. Despite a slight increase in the average budget 

utilization rate and average reward compared with the Budget-TASC, the proposed RB-TPSC can help the 

selected workers travel less distances.  

Table.3 Main results under different approach 

Approaches k (+) ρ (+) η (+) ψ (+) ζ (km) (-) φ (-) ω (-) 

Original results in real-world 522 / 62.51% / / / 69.8199 

Budget-TASC 718 86.97% 85.99% 127.7625 1.521 0.9426 65.4039 

First Stage of RB-TPSC 662 77.97% 79.28% 528.992 1.4411 0.9678 67.024 

RB-TPSC 780 93.49% 93.41% 468.1863 1.39 0.9681 66.9003 
 

4.4 Simulation results 

By simulating and analyzing the results under different parameters, we can further understand the proposed 
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RB-TPSC and then apply it to the real-world. Three parameters, namely, extra remote subsidy per kilometer

β  , accepted distance without extra remote subsidy γ  , and budget for task jB  are modified in the 

experiments to simulate different scenarios. 

In the first experiment, the extra remote subsidy per kilometer ( β ) varies from 0–20 monetary units in 

1-unit increments. We obtain the main results under different values of extra remote subsidy per kilometer, as 

shown in Fig. 4. As can be clearly seen, these six indicators have superior results when =1β . If 1β > , except 

the average distance travelled, the other five indicators are negatively affected by the value of extra remote 

subsidy per kilometer due to the inverse relationship between search radius and extra remote subsidy. Usually, 

the overall budget for the tasks is limited; hence, the task requester can only search for suitable workers within 

an extremely limited scope. If the extra remote subsidy is cancelled, we cannot obtain superior results because 

the task allocation rate is slightly lowered.  

Thus, low extra remote subsidy cannot attract workers to complete tasks, whereas high extra remote 

subsidy limits the search scope of task requesters. The suitable value of extra remote subsidy should match the 

local economic level. Under this circumstance, the value of extra remote subsidy per kilometer must be =1β . 
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Fig. 4 Main results for different β  values 

 

In the second experiment, the accepted distance without extra remote subsidy (γ ) varies from 0–2 km in 

0.1-km increments. Under the designed circumstance, we obtain the main results under different values of 

accepted distances without the extra remote subsidy, as shown in Fig. 5. We find that these six indicators have 

excellent results when =2γ  . Except the average distance travelled, the results of five indicators show 

improvement when the value of accepted distances without extra remote subsidy increases. However, the 

changing range is extremely limited when 1γ > . The value of the average distance travelled decreases when

0.4γ < , and then increases sharply. 

Although a large distance without the extra remote subsidy basically leads to improved results for task 

requesters, we note that the value should be mainly decided by the willingness of the workers. If workers have 

low willingness to complete tasks without the extra remote subsidy, then the value of γ  must be 0.4. If 

workers have low willingness to complete tasks without the extra remote subsidy, then the value of γ  can 
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be larger than 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Main results under different γ values 

 

In comparison with the provided original budget for tasks, we calculate the new budget for the tasks by 

multiplying a changing amplitude varying from 90% to 110% in 1% increments in the third experiment. We 

obtain the main results under different budgets as shown in Fig. 6.  

If the new budget is lower than the original budget, the allocated rate becomes lower so that only a few 

tasks can be allocated. The number of allocated tasks is so low that the other indicators under the low allocated 

tasks can have good performance. If the new budget is larger than the original budget, then the task allocation 

rate increases slightly and the process of the performance of other indicators is also very unremarkable. Thus, 

the original budget provided by one Chinese company is very suitable. Hence, for all spatial crowdsourcing 

tasks, it is very important for task requesters to set a suitable budget.  
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Fig. 6 Main results under different jB  values 

 

5. Discussions and Conclusions  

This study focuses on the problem of efficient task package allocation, which is rooted in many real-world 

applications. Existing methods used to allocate spatial crowdsourcing tasks mainly aim to guarantee the 

expected quality of information from workers, and lack the consideration of the task allocation rate, which is 

very low sometimes in the real world [23].  

To fill these gaps, we proposed the RB-TPSC with the dual objectives of improving the task allocation 

rate and guaranteeing the expected quality of information from workers under limited budgets. The proposed 

RB-TPSC is divided into two stages: the first one maximizing the expected quality of information from 

workers under limited budgets, and second one aiming to improve the task allocation rate by focusing on those 

remaining tasks in the first stage. Once the tasks have been allocated to suitable workers, the rewards for these 
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tasks are also determined automatically. 

To evaluate the proposed RB-TPSC, we compare it with the Budget-TASC [19]. The results demonstrate 

that the RB-TPSC significantly outperforms Budget-TASC by over 266.45% in terms of an increase in the 

average reputation value of workers and in terms of an 8.61% increase in savings on the average distance 

travelled. Apart from optimizing the expected quality of results from workers, the RB-TPSC remarkably 

improves the task allocation rate of spatial crowdsourcing tasks from 62.51% to 93.41%. 

Moreover, extensive simulation works have been conducted by varying the parameter setting to understand 

the performance of the proposed RB-TPSC. The simulation results also verify that the proposed RB-TPSC can 

be implemented as an automatic decision support mechanism to enable task requesters to automatically allocate 

spatial crowdsourcing tasks to suitable workers. 

6. Limitations and further research directions 

Although we have considered various characteristics of workers and tasks in the proposed RB-TPSC, some 

limitations still exist. First, given the insufficient data about the timetables of workers and tasks, we cannot 

consider the duration of tasks and time requirement of workers, which also influence the specific allocation 

for spatial crowdsourcing tasks. In our future study, we will try to obtain detailed data and design a realistic 

algorithm to allocate tasks by considering the specific time characteristics of workers and tasks. 

We understand that the Euclidean distance between a requester and a worker is inaccurate to represent the 

actual traveled distance. We should use the actual distance in our algorithms when the platform can obtain the 

actual traveled distance with the aid of advanced technologies. However, in this experimental evaluation, we 

only used the existing longitude and latitude information for calculating the Euclidean distance to represent 

the actual distances. Further, the distance between the two parties may not be a good measure of travel time as 

well. One of the primary reasons is that at different period of time, there will be different traffic conditions. 

Such conditions may increase travel time.  
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The allocation of spatial crowdsourcing tasks is humane if the willingness of users is considered each 

time. Currently, real platforms such as Didi Chuxing allocate tasks to suitable users, but the users cannot 

proactively select the tasks they prefer. In this case, the worker cannot select the tasks but is assigned to the 

task with the shortest distance if he/she is the top choice of two crowdsourcing tasks. The worker who aims 

for considerable monetary incentives may prefer a slightly long distance task with high compensation. The 

current algorithms cannot accommodate such preference. Furthermore, we believe that platforms can utilize 

technologies to enable the users to write their requirements about their expected tasks at any time and consider 

their expectations to allocate the tasks.  
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